
1) Use Voice Recognition to fill out forms 

 

Typing each observation into text during the inspection operations is sometimes not efficient enough to 

complete the tasks, however, by using voice recognition to fill out forms instead of typing can definitely 

enhance and improve the work efficiency. 

 

 
 

Some of the staff may not be very good at typing, therefore, using voice input can help those staff to input 

inspection data effectively. The speech the Inspector speak is automatically typed into any standard form on 

the mobile application. You can also control the mobile application with voice commands. It can be used like 

a virtual assistant. 

 

  



2) Support the viewing of location and related inspection records in Map and support the capturing of address in 

text by locating the location on Map with pin-point function or GPS detection. 

 

 

 
 

The Survey and Mapping Office (SMO) of the Lands Department (LandsD) now offers the LandsD Map 

API to government departments and authorities to enhance their applications with mapping capabilities with 

the LandsD’s digital map via API protocol. 

LandsD Map API promotes wider use of internal Government resources including: 

a. To reduce time and efforts required by the Government Departments to acquire the digital maps from 

LandsD in preparing and processing raw map data for creating and updating the map base used in the 

mapping and GIS applications; 

b. To save overall resources to repeat the works on map presentation and base map database maintained by 

the individual Government Departments since these works are all standardised and centrally provided 

by LandsD using the Map API; and 

c. To promote the use of digital maps offered by LandsD and enable Government Departments to develop 

more intra-departmental services which would help their operations and ultimately benefit the mapping 

community of Hong Kong. 

As such, we can integrate with LandsD Map API to enable departments to search and view the documents as 

Map View using the LandsD digitial maps, land features and locations. 

For example, to search related documents with specific location, user can search the address on map view, 

and then to view related documents of specific location. 

  



Search location:  

 

 

Click to view inspection records by location search:  

 

 



3) Allow in-app photo editing mode in the Site Photo Module by using the latest mobile application technologies. 

This will increase the users’ work efficiency without spending extra effort on adjusting the photos after upload. 

 

  
 

 

 


